Series TP
Offering peace of mind with a gutter protection
system that installs on existing gutters
Leaf Relief® brings real relief to homeowners who need a gutter protection solution that
works… the first time, and every time.
Durable, high-quality, innovative, and proven effective, Leaf Relief® boasts a unique design
that ends gutter cleaning, lowering home maintenance costs and hassles.
Leaf Relief® pairs extensive technical expertise with today’s most advanced technology to
offer a patented gutter protection product for existing gutter systems. Our patented
Aluma-Perf™ Technology keeps debris out of gutters, allowing water to flow freely.
Debris is then lifted away by a normal breeze.*
Because Leaf Relief mounts securely to the existing gutter system, it resists damage from
high winds, heavy snow and ice. Constructed from tough aluminum, Leaf Relief® stands up to
temperature extremes and resists damage from bugs, squirrels, raccoons, and birds. And the

Series TP5300

flexible flap offers a perfect, self-sealing fit.
And all Leaf Relief® products are backed by our 10 Year No Clog, No Overflow
warranty, so you can choose Leaf Relief® with confidence.

Leaf Relief. Gutter Protection That Really Works.

* See Leaf Relief Warranty for complete details.

www.leaf-relief.com • 800-587-1339

The efficient alternative to
expensive & temporary solutions.
Gutter cleaning days are over!

Patented Designs

Features & Benefits

Round perforations and a smooth finish prevent debris from sticking to

Leaf Relief®’s surface. Plus, the patented Aluma-Perf™ technology keeps
leaves and twigs out of gutters which are lifted away with a normal breeze.*

Home owner benefits

The long length means fewer overlaps for a cleaner installation.

Maintains
house appearance


Fewer overlaps mean less chance for debris to get in.

Installs without lifting shingles

Made of aluminum, Leaf Relief® products keep their shape, regardless of

Ends
gutter cleaning


climate conditions.

Extremely durable construction
Resistant to UV light as well as mold and mildew
Flexible under extreme weather conditions

Withstands ice and snow falling from the roof

Environmentally friendly design
Increases the life of the gutter system
Recovers rain water without debris
Prevents debris from accumulating in the drain

* See Leaf Relief Warranty for complete details.
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FAQs

Leaf Relief Products
®

WATERFLOW

SERIES TP PRODUCTS

“How can water enter the gutter?
There are not enough holes and they’re too small.”
Extensive research and development led to our exclusive Aluma-Perf™
technology. The product has 489 perforations every 20 inches. This
drains water at the same rate as a 2x3 downspout. Extensive testing
proves that Leaf Relief® products can drain up to 29.7inches of rainwater
per hour; the highest amount of rainfall ever recorded was approximately
12 inches of water in an hour in Holt, Missouri, in 1947.

ICE AND SNOW

“What happens during winter?”
Leaf Relief® products prevent snow from accumulating in gutters, which
keeps gutters from losing their shape because of the pressure created on
the inner gutter by the weight of the snow.

“Will there be ice damming on Leaf Relief®’s surface?”
Never! Water drains directly into the downspout because there are no
leaves or debris to stop it. With Aluma-Perf™ technology, Leaf Relief®
products improve gutter system efficiency year-round.

DEBRIS

“Will leaves and small debris stay on the surface?”
The patented design of Leaf Relief ® allows water to flow freely while
leaves are lifted away from gutters with the help of a normal breeze.
See the Leaf Relief “No-Clog, No Overflow” Warranty for complete details.

.

Width

Length

Aluminum

Copper

TP5100P*

5"

7.44'

X

X

TP5300

5"

10'

X

NA

TP6300

6"

10'

TP53ZIP**

5"

10'

TP63ZIP**

6"

10'

HR5400***

5"

7'.6"

X

HR6400***

6"

7'.6"

X

NA
X

NA
NA
X

* Adapts to 4" gutters ** Installs on zip hangers (integrated screws) ***Installs on half-round gutter

ACCESSORIES

Width

OUTSIDE CORNER
OC5220

5"

OC6220

6"

INSIDE CORNER
IC5220

5"

IC6220

6"

WATER DIVERTER
ASDIV

10 1/2"

Leaf Relief® products do not cause ice dams. If icicles form on roof edge, check the attic for proper
ventilation and thermal insulation.    
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1-800-587-1339
www.leaf-relief.com

2600 Grand , Suite 900 • Kansas City, MO 64108

Leaf Relief has a 10 year “No Clog, No Overflow” Warranty
that is backed by Mastic Home Exteriors. Consult the actual
product warranty for complete coverage details.
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